Secondary School Worksheets

Show and Tell Series

My Favourite
Clothes

Are you fascinated by the
clothes you and your family
own? What is your favourite
item and why?
In this London College
of Fashion Worksheet
we would like hear your
stories about favourite
items of clothing in
your home....

Be curious,
discover more!

What you will
need to do.
To complete this worksheet, you will
need
- a mobile phone
- a pen and paper
- some favourite clothes
and curiousity....

1.
Collect between 3 and 5 items of
clothing or accessories from people
around you. Make sure you ask
them for their favourite item - it
can be ANYTHING - hat, gloves,
coat, skirt, trousers, bag, shirt etc.
Then label them number 1,
number 2 and number 3...

2.
Take a photograph of all the clothes
and their numbers to remember
which one is which.

For example:

3.
Sit down with the clothes in front of
you and answer the questions in the
worksheet for each item in turn –
writing your answers on paper or on
your phone. You will need to interview
the owners too.

4.
When completed, take a photo of
your answers on the handwritten
piece of paper or screenshot your
phone notes.

5.
Finally, upload your photos of the items of
clothing and the answers to each item
onto the London College of Fashion
Padlet page for your school
We will give you all personalised
feedback, along with further information
and links to other fashion stories...
We will also ensure you all get a
certificate of achievement through your
school

Most of all have fun!

Question 1

What and Who?
How would you describe the item?
What is it?
Who does it belong to?

Example:

No1.Question1:
A winter coat. It
belongs to mum, its
worn over other
clothes in cold
weather

Question 2

Colour and
design
Describe the shape and colour of the
item
Does it have any decoration?
Does it have a pattern, logo or other
features?
Do you like the item and why?

Example:

Item No 2.
Question 2

The trousers are bright red, with wide legs and a high waist.
There is no design on them, but the pockets and waistband
have a lot of stitching on them, which looks good.
I like them because they make my sister look great.

Question 3

Material and
construction
Look at the label and write down the name of
the material - if there is no label try looking up
on the internet what you think it is made of.
Feel the material and describe what you feel - is
it rough, smooth, silky, heavy, light?
How has it been made? Is there anything that
you notice? for example, are there lots of small
pieces of material sewn together, or is it quite
simple? How has it been sown together?

Example:
Item no 3.
Question 3

This dress is made from 100% viscose and is very smooth
to touch, its quite flowy and loose at the skirt, but has
elastic at the back, which is quite rough to touch.
The straps are made of a strip of material, with a scrunched piece of
material on top, creating a wavy line - it looks similar to the elastic
on the back, all scrunched up.
This wavy line continues all along the neckline - I really like
this bit of the dress, it looks different to other summer dresses.

Question 4

Labels
Find the label or labels on the item
and write down the information you
see
Does the label include: size, washing
instructions, brand name, country of
origin?
How is this information useful?

Example:

This dress has 2 labels. One on the back at the neckline with
the brand name "Urban Outfitters". It also has the size "M" and
Made in Tunisia.
The other label is on the side seam and has information about the
material - 91% polyester, 9% elastiine, and information on washing wash dark colours separately, wash inside out and iron on the
reverse. Also, keep away from fires

Most of the information is useful , how to care for the dress to
make it last longer, what its made of too.

Question 5

Wearing the
clothing

When would the item normally be
worn? eg special occasions, work,
school
Is the item for a particular time of
year? What makes it good for this
purpose?

Example

The hat is worn over my Dad's bald patch to keep his head warm
especially in autumn and winter - he wears this cap every day on
his way to work when its cold. In summer he wears a baseball cap
This hat is made of wool and has a soft lining, which
makes it really good for winter and autumn - but it doesn't cover
his ears, which do get cold when its snowing.

Question 6

The owner
Now find out more about the owner
and why they like the item. Interview
the owner, or ask yourself, these
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

When did you buy the item or was it a
gift?
Where was it bought from?
How old is the item?
Now ask the owner to tell you why it is
their favourite piece of clothing? There
must be a reason they like it over all the
other items in their wardrobe.

Write your answers on a piece of paper,
photograph it and upload them with your
images to the school Padlet page

An additional
question,
should you
choose to
accept it...

Having explored and researched items
of clothing in your house, their owners,
what they are made of and how they
make people feel, we would like to
challenge you.

What is your perfect item of
future clothing?
•
•
•
•

Would it include technology?
Would it be made of natural
materials or something else?
Would it be fun?
Would it have a special function?

Let your imagination run wild
draw a picture, make a collage, take a
photo and upload your futuristic
clothing with a description...

Examples:

Studio XO x
Lady Gaga

Green
Fashion

Antelope
Suit

a printed 3D
dress that blows
bubbles - its
fun!

a living jacket
which also makes
a great home for
birds a too

sports wear that
makes muscles
move and helps
recovery
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